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Montclarion advisor receives award for outstanding work
by Nancy Gannon

Ron Hollander, advisor to The Montclarion, received an "Outstanding Advisor" Award at the National College Media Convention in Chicago on Oct. 31, 1992.

The award was given by College Media Advisers (CMA), an organization which serves to educate advisors, as well as to pay tribute to those who deserve recognition. Hollander was the only award recipient in the category of "Advices with Less than Five Years Experience at Four Year Colleges."

"Hollander certainly deserves this award," said Ron Johnson, vice president of CMA. "He has extensive professional experience which he expertly applies as advisor."

"I was really thrilled," said Hollander. "I guess being a newspaper advisor is like being a football coach your team makes you look good. It was the students who did the paper that made me look good."

Hollander was nominated for the award in the spring of 1992. Several members of The Montclarion Editorial Board wrote letters of recommendation.

Audrey Regan, then Campus Life Editor, described Hollander as the "person that made me look good."

Computer stolen from Life Hall
by Anabel Gomez

A $10,000 computer system from the Speechbuilding is partly missing after a break-in that is thought to have taken place over the weekend, said Campus Police.

An IBM compatible computer was found missing from the Speechbuilding, Monday morning. The AST140C computer was part of a computer system purchased in 1989 for $10,081. The missing components include the printer, the graphics monitor, floppy disk software and tools.

According to the alarm codes, the individual left through the front door. The police sealed off the area where the incident took place until late afternoon so they could investigate it.

Aldan office broken into, safe taken
by Athony Florenal

The Blanton Hall cafeteria was broken into and a safe was stolen this past Tuesday morning said Campus Police.

The break-in is thought to have occurred sometime between 8 p.m. Monday, when the cafeteria was locked up, and 5 a.m. Tuesday, when the chef came in. The burglar(s) broke into the cafeteria and stole the safe where the day's receipts are kept, said Residence Life Food Service Manager John Lindenmuth.

The burglars broke into the cafeteria and pushed the safe across the floor. Director of Food Services, Gerald Lindenmuth.

The burglar(s) broke into the cafeteria and stole the safe where the day's receipts are kept, said Residence Life Food Service Manager John Lindenmuth.

The burglars broke into the cafeteria and pushed the safe across the floor. Director of Food Services, General
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Montclarion: book store broken into through ceiling
by Glenn Steinberg

On Tuesday morning an unknown individual(s) broke into the college bookstore on what is believed to be a burglary attempt said Richard Ammerman, director of the store.

At approximately 7:25 a.m. on Tuesday, the alarm to the bookstore went off. Access into the bookstore appears to have been through the drop ceiling. Ammerman speculated that the person(s) may have climbed up into the ceiling in the hallway outside the bookstore, crawled through the crawl space and fell into the bookstore.

"It is my opinion that the person was probably hurt and stayed for only two minutes," stated Ammerman.

Ammerman said that nothing obvious is missing, but he is still not certain.

The hole in the ceiling of the Book Store where the thief is thought to have fallen through when entering

Kevin Colgan

According to the alarm codes, the individual left through the front door. The police sealed off the area where the incident took place until late afternoon so they could investigate it.

Alden office broken into, safe taken
by Athony Florenal

The Blanton Hall cafeteria was broken into and a safe was stolen this past Tuesday morning said Campus Police.

The break-in is thought to have occurred sometime between 8 p.m. Monday, when the cafeteria was locked up, and 5 a.m. Tuesday, when the chef came in. The burglar(s) broke into the cafeteria and stole the safe where the day's receipts are kept, said Residence Life Food Service Manager John Lindenmuth.

The burglars broke into the ceiling and pushed the safe across the floor. Director of Food Services, General
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NEWS BRIEFS

The Union for Lesbian/Gay, Bisexual Concerns is holding a meeting on Monday Nov. 16, at 4 p.m. in Room 413 in the Student Center. All are invited.

The Dance Department at Montclair State College presents Pervasive Actions at Midnight on November 20, 1992 in Moorehead Hall at midnight. Free Admission.

"An Aids Awareness" Featuring Teen to Teen Theatre Company and Nancy Garcia from F.A.I.T.H. Services will be held November 17, 1992 from 12:00-4:00 p.m. in the Student Center room 419. Admission is free. This event is sponsored by LASO.

FridayAfternoon Performance Hours presents The Nuts and Bolts of Things, selected vignettes from life. It will be held on November 13, 1992 at 1:00 in the Studio Theatre / Speech building. Admission is free.

INTERNATIONAL

Israelis pounded suspected Shiite Muslim guerrillas in Southern Lebanon. The fighting is threatening Middle East peace talks.

Rail traffic was halted for an hour on Tuesday between Bologna and Venice, Italy so experts could diffuse a one ton bomb that was left over from U.S. air attacks during World War II.

Iraqi officials announced new finds of oil in the deserts of Iraq. They claimed that the new find may mean they have more oil than the Saudis who now have the largest reserves in the world. The official said U.S. oil companies would be welcome once U.N. sanctions are lifted.

Three London businessmen were acquitted of selling arms making equipment to Iraq. A senior trade official stated during the trial that the government approved the exports in exchange for information on Iraqi nuclear capability.

European ministers agreed to seek a quick resumption of trade talks with the U.S. to overt an all out trade war. Yet the ministers also agreed to go along with France's demand if they prepare a retaliatory sanctions list of their own. Washington may tariff white wines and other European community products if the dispute over farm subsidies is not resolved soon.

NATIONAL

Thirty two year old Douglass Pou faked his death in 1987 when he was an Air Force Sergeant stationed in New Mexico. He pleaded guilty to charges of desertion and bigamy. His second wife figured out his real identity and he was under surveillance when arrested in June. Television producers are clamoring to get at his story.

A Detroit police supervisor who was one of seven officers suspended after the beating death of a motorist, denies he was there when the man was attacked. County prosecutors are seeking criminal warrants for the officers involved. The authorities have refused to identify the suspended officer.

Scientists are turning from sources for drugs to fight cancer, AIDS and other diseases. Tuberculosis, staph bacteria and other infections are becoming resistant to known treatments. Doctors are nervous that they may lose some ability to fight illnesses.

New rules for food labeling went into effect on Tuesday, but a controversy between the FDA and the Agriculture Department over labeling fat content is still unresolved. The Agriculture Department opposes the idea and the detractors say the meat industry is behind it.

LOCAL

One million dollar bail was set for a Plainfield man who kidnapped a 35 year old woman and her four year old daughter. The suspect pleaded innocent. The child was abandoned and the mother was found in a drainage ditch stabbed repeatedly four days after she was reported missing. Prosecutors may press for the death penalty.

Officer Steven V. Smith, 25, was suspended indefinitely from the Paterson Police Force. During a fight outside a Wayne bar he threatened a patron with his gun. A grand jury indicted him on charges of official misconduct, aggravated assault, making false reports to a law enforcement officer, making a false sworn statement to an officer and making terrorist threats.

In West Milford, 10 people were rounded up in a drug raid, including a police dispatcher on sick leave. The ring dealt in marijuana and cocaine and had a cache of weapons confiscated by police. The dispatcher acted as an informant to the drug dealers.

Lawrence Taylor suffered a devastating injury during the game between the Giants and the Packers. The football linebacker ruptured his Achilles tendon and has to be carted off the field. By phone during an interview, he said he did not know if he will still retire as he had planned to do at the end of the season.

CORRECTIONS

In an article about the Drop-In Center printed last week, the hours for Mon-Thurs were omitted. They are 9 a.m. till 10 p.m.

It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct errors. If you spot an error please contact the office at 893-5169.
ALDAN, from page 1

Prungillo said, "It doesn’t appear to be an inside job. The burglars were very unphol­istique in their approach."

Culpepper police said that a student reported hearing two voices between 3:00 a.m. and 3:30 a.m. and then heard what they thought was a cart rolling across the floor. An investiga­tion is continuing.

"It’s a real shocker," said Prungillo. The shock, though, was on the burglar, who only stole $140. Prungillo added, "The safe was probably more valuable than what was in it."

THEFT, from page 1

drive, search protector, mouse and modem, said investigative police Sgt. Debra Newcombe.

Presently under investigation, the burglary is thought to have taken place between Friday, Nov. 6, at 5:30 p.m. and Monday, Nov. 9, at 9:30 a.m.

Evidence found at the scene of the crime was a black button and a sneaker print on the top of a short filing cabinet, however police do not have any suspects.

Security officer Hermer Miranda, who answered the call, said it is not known exactly how the intruder entered the building. There was dam­mage done to the door of the building had been unlocked due to activities tak­ing place.

Once maintenance ar­rived to fix the damage, Lomarow explained that the door was jammed when she first tried to open it. She said it was possible that the intruder’s had come in through the win­dow.

Prior incidents within the past six months have also in­volved missing computer. A Rainbow computer was taken from a display case in Richardson Hall and last month another computer was taken from the office of the chair­person of the Classical Depart­ment.

Newcombe said that alums are only strongly en­couraged in cases where there are more than one computer in a room and this alarm is con­nected to a system that imme­diately informs the police of an intru­sion.

CMs, from page 1

Hollander’s dedication to his position as advisor, "I can sum Ron up in one word: unrelent­ing. He is never short of advice. He never short of ideas or energy,” she said.

Hollander said of his ex­perience as advisor, a position he volunteered for when he came to MSC in the fall of 1989, "It can be very rewarding, very frustrating and al­ways very tiring. It’s the stu­dents’ newspaper. It’s my job to help them make it as good and professional as possible,” he said.

The Monclairian staff was in attendance at the Con­vention where Hollander re­ceived the award.

“We (the staff) were proud to be there to congratu­late Ron on getting this award,” said Katie McClure, editorial page editor.

Sports Editor Keith Idicosta said, “It was nice to see Ron awarded for his efforts at The Monclairian.”

Hollander has also been Coordinator of the Journalism Program since 1989. He is a graduate of Brandeis Univer­sity and received his Masters from Rutgers University. His news reporting experience in­cludes work for such publica­tions as The New York Post, Newsday, and THe Bergen Record. He has experience in TV production, editing and writing with CBS Morning News, “Nightwatch” and WWOR TV.

Dr. Heiss nominated for new national award

by Anabel Gomez

A 22 year veteran of commu­nications science, professor of MSC has been nominated for the first “Graduate Faculty Teaching Award” presented by the Northeastern Association of Graduate Schools (NAGS), in the spring of 1993.

Dr. Warren E. Heiss, 54, chair­person of the Department of Communication, Sciences and Disorders is the nominee to represent MSC for this new award.

Heiss, who also sits on the graduate council as chair­person overseeing all graduate curriculum policies, was nom­i­nated by Dr. Margaret Mukherjee, director of graduate studies here at Monclair. Heiss said this nomination was “a sur­prise.”

In April of 1993, this award, recognizing excellence and creativity in course and seminar teaching of graduate students by faculty of NAGS institutions, will be given to one of the nominees.

Charles Tarr, dean of the graduate school at the Univer­sity of Maine and past President of NAGS said this award was started due to the importance of teaching on the graduate level and that “there is no other rec­ognition by any other organiza­tion” for this achievement.

Tarr added that a winner will be selected from the 20-25 nominees expected to partici­pate in the northeastern area, which extends as far south and west as Maryland and Ohio, and even some Canadian provinces that are part of this region.

The winner will receive a certificate in honor of recogni­tion and an all-expense-paid trip to Boston, where the award will be presented at the annual con­vention.

While Heiss may only speculate as to why he was se­lected, Mukherjee said, "He has made important contributions to graduate studies on campus.” In 1991 he was awarded for his work and received the “Out­standing Faculty Award” given by the alumni.

Mukherjee was chosen, by NAGS, to select a nominee, based on the criteria for the award. She said that his “leader­ship position, his highly suc­cessful record in teaching,” and his “role as a graduate academic advisor” helped him meet the criteria.

The graduate directors of schools, which are members of NAGS, were invited to submit one name based on criteria such as “innovation in graduate cur­riculum development.”

This nomination must be accompanied by letters from faculty and students, and by actual evidence to prove the can­didate meets the criteria. Mukherjee must also submit a letter of testimony.

Graduate student Jean Loronarow, 21, who has had Heiss as a professor, says, “Dr. Heiss is well deserving of this award” and hopes “that he will be the winner.”

Nominees being taken for Honorary Degrees

by Dina LoPicccolo

The nominations for ho­norary degree recipients dead­line is Friday, Nov. 13. Stu­dents who are concerned about who will speak at graduation this year must make their nomi­nations now.

Each year a maximum of three honorary degrees in the form of a diploma are awarded to outstanding individuals for their contributions in a specific field. One of the individuals is chosen to speak at commence­ment.

"We encourage students to think about it," said Greene, the executive assistant to Presi­dent Irvin Reid.

Greene, who is also a member of the Committee which nominates candidates to the President, said she doesn’t un­derstand why more students don’t get involved. She said, "Last year only a few students made nominations."

Honorary degrees have been awarded since 1958. The campus community as well as members of the surrounding community are invited each year to make nominations in the form of a letter.

"The letter must include the name of the nominee as well as the name of the nominator and a brief description of those accomplishments which may qualify the candidate for nomi­nation.” Letters should be sent to Greene or dropped off by 4:30 p.m. at the President’s office in College Hall.

The criteria for nomina­tions is: “someone who has achieved a record of major dis­tinction at the state or national level in such areas as education, science, the arts, public service, research, humanities, business or the professions. Under cir­cumstances approved by the Trustees, honorary awards may be awarded to persons who, though they have not achieved national or statewide recogni­tion, have made an especially outstanding and significant con­tribution to the College or to higher education."

Nominees cannot be members or employees of the Board of Trustees. Members and employees of the Board of Higher Education are also ineli­gible during the term of their office or employment.

Letters of recommenda­tion are reviewed by a commit­tee, made up of faculty, staff, alumni and a student, who will then make their recommenda­tions to President Reid. The Board of Trustees will make the final decision.

Dr. Warren Heiss of the Communications Department

Donations to the Danita B. Eaton Memorial Scholarship Fund may be made to the De­partment of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and Theater. A memorial service will be held at MSC during the middle of November. A date and time has yet to be an­nounced.

Dr. Warren Heiss of the Communications Department...
NORML holds first meeting on campus

by Pete Quilla and Joe Garrahan

The newly formed MSC chapter of N.J. National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) held its first on-campus meeting Tues., Nov. 10. The ultimate goal of the organization is the decriminalization of marijuana, said President of the MSC chapter, Dan Lipper.

NORML defined de-criminalization as an effort to remove criminal and civil penalties for the private possession of marijuana. Possession would be strictly for adults and if decriminalization was passed, NORML would support laws aimed towards minors that would resemble the same laws that deal with the sale and distribution of cigarettes and alcohol.

The reasons behind this action are not just for recreational purposes. According to an official newsletter that was handed out at the meeting, marijuana can be very beneficial for headaches, stress, depression, nausea, anorexia, rheumatism, arthritis and according to Rick Leto, a member attending the meeting, "Marijuana is the only thing that will stimulate the appetites of victims of AIDS and cancer, people who normally can't stomach food."

The members of NORML also discussed the environmental and industrial uses of hemp, which is a by-product of the marijuana plant (Cannabis hemp) that does not contain THC, the intoxicating substance found in street pot. Hemp is useful because it can be used, and it has been used in the past, for the production of paper, rope and various building supplies.

NORML states hemp is practical because it is a soil building plant that can be harvested up to three to six times a year. It is beneficial for crop rotation and it needs very little pesticide or fertilization, especially when compared to cotton or corn.

Lipper said, "With the practicality of the hemp field, deforestation would be unnecessary. Over a 20 year period, one acre of hemp can produce as much paper as 4.1 acres of forest."

The newsletter also stated that, as a fuel, the methanol output of one acre of hemp is much more than that of corn, a champion source for alternative fuel. Also fabrics made from hemp are said to be warmer, softer, stronger, more absorbant and more durable than cotton. In fact, according to NORML, the first pair of Levi's jeans were made out of hemp.

"We want peoples' attitudes to change. We don't want to be seen as a bunch of pot smoking hippie freaks," said Lipper. He said they hope to do this by holding on-campus rallies to demonstrate against all of the current marijuana laws. Lipper said an example of these laws is civil forfeiture, which allows the local police, along with the state government, to seize a person's home and possessions even before the charge of marijuana possession can be proven. In short, one is guilty until proven innocent.

Anyone interested in learning more about the MSC chapter of N.J. NORML is encouraged to attend the next meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 17 at 6:30 p.m. Room 402 in the Student Center. Lipper said anyone's opinion either for or against are encouraged and welcomed.
Campus Police Report

Edited by Kelly J. Schab

Theft from MV

11/5/92 A female resident of Bohn Hall reported that her car, while parked in lot 23 for several days, was broken into and that her stereo was stolen.

11/5/92 A male resident of Bohn Hall reported that his car, while parked in lot 23 for several days, was broken into and that his stereo was stolen.

Thief of MV

11/8/92 A female resident of Freeman Hall reported that her car was stolen while parked in lot 21 over a week’s time.

Disorderly Conduct

11/4/92 Two female residents of Blanton Hall reported that four males, two students and two visitors, in fatigues forced their way into the females’ rooms and demanded that their table cloth be returned. Both victims were very frightened by the males’ actions and reported it to Residence Life. Shelley Jackson, director, handled the situations and reported it to Residence Life.

Terroristic Threats

11/5/92 A bomb threat was received by the Executive Guard in Blanton Hall. The building was evacuated and the residents were allowed to return 35 minutes later.

Harrassment

11/6/92 A female employee reported that she received a harassing phone call at her home. She learned that the call originated from a pay phone in the maintenance building where she has several acquaintances. Her car had been targeted back in September but she does not want to contribute any helpful details.

Property Damage

11/5/92 A female student’s car was damaged when she attempted to enter lot 17 without authorization. She had followed another car into the lot when the gate arm came down on her car.

Medical

11/5/92 The Health Center

Thefts

11/6/92 A male resident of Bohn Hall which was parked over several days, was broken into and that his stereo was stolen.

11/4/92 A male resident of Bohn Hall reported that his car, while parked in lot 23 for several days, was broken into and that his stereo was stolen.

11/5/92 A male resident of Freeman Hall reported that his car, while parked in lot 20, was broken into and that his stereo was stolen.

11/7/92 A male student of Freeman Hall reported that his car, while parked over several days in lot 21, had been broken into and that his car stereo had been stolen.

11/9/92 A male student reported that his car, while parked in lot 26 and that someone attempted to steal his radio.

Burglary/Theft from MV

10/16/92 A male resident of Bohn Hall was able to identify his car stereo at the Montclair Police Department.

Follow up investigations:

Burglary/Theft from MV

11/5/92 A resident of Clove Road apartments signed an aggravated assault charge against a William Patterson student. He was arraigned by Judge Fengya, Clifton Court, and the next hearing is scheduled for 11/25/92.

SGA, from page 4

The External Affairs committee wants to push for a new ATM machine that accepts deposits and a money order machine.

During Open Forum, it was brought up that the SGA’s elections have no correlation between the number of people voting and the number of days to vote. It was said that a voting period of one or two days should be established.

Problems concerning the ACUS phone bills were brought to the attention of the legislature. The administration set up the new contract with the phone company that did away with the standard $7 service charge covering all local calls. Residents are now charged for each local call along with long distance calls.

The process of billing itself was also put into question since some students are being charged for calls that they did not make.

The bill is processed 10 days before students receive their bills which means that they only have 10 days to pay it.

The SGA called for a petition for MSC to change their contract with AT&T.

One legislator brought up the problems with the usage of social security numbers as student identification numbers. It seems that someone took the legislator’s social security number and used it to get a credit card. The credit card company called the victim and said that $3,500 had been charged to her name. She is taking legal action and will not be held accountable for the charges.

It was also brought up that faculty and staff do not use their social security numbers for ID numbers.

Rutgers University, another state school, doesn’t use social security numbers as ID numbers and it was suggested that the SGA push the administration to change the policy.

In other SGA news:

The Accounting Society has been made a Class II organization, and the bill to make the representative of Greek life an honorary member of the judiciary committee when Greek issues come up was also passed.

There was a bill to freeze SILC’s budget due to lack of organization which went to appropriations and there was an emergency legislation to make every member of the SGA help out the Ad Hoc committee in its drive to bring back alcohol to The Ratt which was idled. Each member will be required to get 50 student signatures on a related petition.
Baltimore Aquarium Trip

**Date:** November 20 - 22  
**Time:** leaving Friday 11:30 a.m. 
arriving back Sunday 7 p.m.

**Cost:**  
$35 - MSC students  
$45 - non-students*  
(price includes transportation and hotel accommodations)

*priority given to MSC students,  
non-student sign-up dates are  
Nov. 18 & 19

Please pay with a check or money order payable to the S.G.A

Conservation Club is a Class 1 Org of the S.G.A.

---

**ALPHA KAPPA PSI**  
The National Professional Co-ed Business Fraternity  
will proudly be inducting  
President Irwin Reid  
into their fraternity on  
November 16, 1992 at 8 p.m.  
in Room 419 of the Student Center  
All are welcome to attend  
Refreshments will be served

AKΨ is a Class IV organization of the SGA
Student Paralegal Association donates book for research

by Jennifer Margetak

The Student Paralegal Association (SPA) donated a copy of the Court Rules of New Jersey to the MSC Library on Oct. 28. The abundance of students who need this book for research can now have a second copy to utilize, instead of frantically searching library crevices for the previous sole copy. Mrs. Sanders, MSC's enthusiastic reference and legal librarian for over 25 years, gratefully accepted the rule book. The SPA, an organization designed to heighten awareness of the paralegal's role in today's society, while offering support, guidance and direction to paralegal students outside the classroom. This collaboration of social contact and classroom training is the foundation for a successful and rewarding career as a paralegal.

Harvest Ball
A celebration of African culture

by Paul Sahar and Karen Lee Stradford

The Organization of Students for African Unity (OSAU) presented the Twenty-fourth Annual Harvest Ball on Sunday Nov. 8, in the Student Center ballrooms. Jason Field, the president of OSAU, talked about how Columbus' arrival is thought of as a monumental discovery and he deserves all the praise he has received. "The Columbus era laid the basis for world domination of people with ships and guns," he said. Clarke went on to say that Native Americans who were here well before Columbus and gave them the moniker of "Indians." He said, "In the celebration of 500 years, we are celebrating mass dislocation, racism, homelessness and a lie, because Christopher Columbus discovered absolutely nothing." Clarke emphasized the fact that the differences in the contrasting perceptions of Columbus depended on the experiences of the people. "Look at our own accomplishments and discover ourselves to help us heal," he said. "After all these years of suffering, we have learned a lesson, so we need to start teaching the lesson - to come together."

The next guest speaker was Don Miller, an artist who described his African paintings with the theme "Painting The African Pageant." The paintings were displayed in the Memorial Auditorium. He discussed how the paintings reflect upon and showcase the various motifs of African daily life in the U.S. and in Africa. The African Dance Troupe of MSC followed Miller in a spiritual tribute to their ancestry. This dynamic group danced to tribal rhythms at an almost heart-stopping pace. After a brief intermission for dinner, the MSC Gospel Ensemble came out and sang an exhilarating form of Christian praise music. The music was so jubilant and uplifting that many of the people attending were pulled up from their seats and began to sing along with the choir.

Yet another positive aspect of the ball was the contribution made by the Sigma Phi Rho fraternity. They brought urban youths to the program for their enjoyment and as a way to enhance their cultural enrichment. The age range of these children was between seven and 13. This program served as an outlet from the inner city streets and gave the children the opportunity to succeed immeasurably in their attempt to praise and appreciate the African heritage and experience.
Sigma Phi Rho shares Harvest Ball festivities with youths

by Edward White

Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity Inc. decided to incorporate their community service project with educational and cultural awareness on November 8. Wesley Peters, a member of Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity and a staff member of Youth Consultation Services (YCS) located in Newark, NJ, brought youths to the Harvest Ball festivities sponsored by O.S.A.U. The ball was held in the Student Center ballrooms. Other Sigma Phi Rho brothers were of assistance. The children's ages ranged from nine to 13. They came from dysfunctional homes. The children really enjoyed the hand clapping participation with the Gospel Ensemble. With the success of this outing Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity is looking forward to doing future activities with YCS.

Co-op fair held to provide job experiences for students

by Beverly Ververs

Fliers, balloons, prizes and an exciting array of area employers were all part of the 1992 Co-op Employer Fair held on Thursday, November 5. The purpose of the Co-op Employment Fair is to provide MSC students the opportunity to meet face-to-face with people in business, social service and education who work hard to make these Co-op jobs possible for students. Co-op employers, former Co-op students and co-op faculty shared their enthusiastic message about Cooperative Education work experience with an attentive audience of some 400 MSC students. The main message was that the key word with employers in this competitive job market is 'experience' and one way to get relevant work experience before you graduate is Co-op.

Plebes

by L.T. Horton

BE A WORLD-CLASS JUGGLER

The Comedy Show !!!

In the

STUDENT CENTER

BALLROOMS.

3 TOP COMEDIANS !!!

Tuesday, November 17th

at 9p.m.

FREE ADMISSION !!!
References for grad school and the job hunt

Whether applying to graduate school or seeking work after graduation, you will need people who can serve as references about you and your skills. Being aware of this early in your education is very practical as undergraduates typically need three people who can act as references. Who do you ask and what should they say?

The best references are people who can describe your ability to do the "job" whether the job is a sales position at ADP or graduate level work in a Comparative Literature program. For example, if you are looking for a sales job, it would be sensible to use employers who can indicate your skills related to sales. They can describe your assertiveness and your enthusiasm might ask faculty who can describe your work.

If you are looking for a job and you've got no related work experience or your major has nothing to do with your career goal, then it is a good idea to provide your references with a copy of your resume to inform them of your goals and achievements.

Your references should be faculty because you are job hunting, it no longer is necessary that they write letters for you. (You might have to take that last part as a rule of thumb.) Employers today are more likely to want to speak on the phone with the people you have named, so have a list ready that includes your references' names, titles, employers and business or daytime phone numbers. (The exception to this rule: employers in higher education or while you apply to grad school, ask employers who know your skills relative to the degree you are seeking, to write your letters.

What is the appropriate format for a letter of recommendation?

Letters should be written on the writer's business letterhead. They are typically addressed to "To whom it may concern," unless you want letters of recommendation. If you are seeking references for graduate work, they will need to be written recommendations. Your references should be faculty who know your work well and can describe your strong interest in the degree area you are pursuing, your ability to write well, think critically and perform research — all skills needed for graduate work. Getting to know faculty in your major is very important, so that they know you and your work well enough to write a good, strong letter. If you have been out of school for a while before you apply to grad school, ask employers who know your skills relative to the degree you are seeking, to write your letters.

After lunch, the students attended another one of five workshops. One of the workshops was presented by students. "Expanding Your Horizons Beyond the Latino Organizations" was conducted by students from three different colleges. One of these students was a dance troop. The dancers were very enthusiastic, intriguing the audience by pulling people out onto the floor to dance salsa and merengue. "Overall," the conference was a great experience. The activities were very motivating, emphasizing student involvement and leadership. It was evident that students, leaders and others in the community attended the conference and we can all make a difference.
PRINCETON SKI SHOP'S

GIANT'S STADIUM

SKI SALE

STARS MONDAY!

FREE ADMISSION

SUPER SPECIALS

BLAZARD
V10 SKIS
REG. $275. NOW...
$99.00

SALOMON
SX61 BOOTS
REG. $230. NOW...
$69.90

100% PURE SILK
TURTLENECKS
REG. $50. NOW...
$14.95

ROFFE TURBO
PARKAS
REG. $165. NOW...
$66.00

LOOK L-50
BINDINGS
REG. $160. NOW...
$69.90

UVEX
GOGGLES
REG. $42. NOW...
$16.95

90 TROLLEBLADE
MACROBLADES
REG. $265. NOW...
$99.00

90 BURTON M-6
SNOWBOARDS
REG. $360. NOW...
$99.00

REG. $230. NOW...

PLUS...

VERNON VALLEY GORGE EXCLUSIVE!

5 TICKET BONUS PACK...
ONLY $23.00 PER TICKET
CALL 201-827-2000 FOR MORE INFORMATION

SPECTACULAR AERIAL SKI JUMPS PERFORMED LIVE NIGHTLY...
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IMAGINE...
OVER $15,000,000.

OF THE FINEST SKI CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT BY:
C.B. • DESCENTE • FERA • HEAD • ROFFE
OBERMEYER • SUN ICE • TYROLIA • DEMETRE
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Do you feel safe walking alone on campus at night?

No, because there’s not proper lighting and there should be more foot patrols on campus. Since the recent episodes of violence against women, I try to be more cautious.

Sharon Bunten
Early Childhood, Junior

No, because there isn’t enough lighting and the emergency phones are too scattered around.

Evelyn Osorio
Sociology, Junior

No, because I take a lot of night classes and walking from Freeman in dimly lit areas to the other end of campus makes me feel unsafe. I’m almost tempted not to go to class.

Crystal Hathcock
Psychology, Senior

The Greek Weekly

Social

11/12 TKE, Delta Xi Delta and Sigma Tau Nu will be having a three-way mixer.

11/12 Zeta Beta Tau and Sigma Sigma Sigma Mixer.

11/12 Sigma Tau Nu, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Delta Xi Delta mixer.

11/12 Delta Kappa Psi - Greeks only party. Wear letters or colors.

11/12 Theta Kappa Chi will be having a mixer with Iota Kappa Phi from NJIT.

11/12 Delta Phi Epsilon and Senate mixer.

11/13 Phi Sigma Sigma formal

11/13 Alpha Omega formal

11/14 Delta Chi and Sigma Sigma Sigma Montclair/Glassboro mixer

11/15 Delta Xi Delta Mother/Daughter Brunch.

11/17 Delta Phi Epsilon will be having a self-defense seminar.

11/17 TKE and Sigma Delta Phi mixer.

11/20 Sigma Delta Phi semi-formal.

11/22 Sigma Sigma Sigma sisterhood ice skating.

11/24 Delta Phi Epsilon and Delta Kappa Psi turkey dinner.

Fundraising

Delta Xi Delta will be having a bake sale on Tuesday, Nov. 17, in Partridge Hall from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

AXP is selling raffle tickets for a chance to win a Sega Genesis.

Theta Kappa Chi is selling Christmas novelties.

Rent a Tri Sigma contest for week of 11/9.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia holds a weekly bagel sale in McEachem Music building every Thursday morning. Proceeds will help to fund the Benjamin F. Wilkes Music Scholarship, to be awarded to an eligible male music student.

Sigma Delta Phi is still selling M&M’s for $1 per box.

Delta Epsilon Chi is selling Absolut Montclair shirts for $10.

Delta Epsilon Chi is having its annual Flea Market on Tuesday, Nov. 24, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the ballrooms. Great early Christmas shopping.

Theta Xi is selling coupon books, save hundreds for only $10. Contact a brother for details.

Alpha Omega is selling M&M’s, plain and peanut for $1 a box.

Philanthropy

AXP and Delta Phi Epsilon are going to a day care center to help build a fence for it.

Sigma Phi Rho brought kids of YCS in Newark to the Harvest Ball of MSC.

U.G.C successfully completed their first community service project under the new executive board. They went to the Harmony House in Newark, a shelter for homeless families.

Delta Phi Epsilon will be holding a food drive beginning on 11/12 for homeless families.
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COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD PRESENTS... 

A Holiday Shopping Spree

A bus trip to
Franklin Mills Mall
(A GIANT outlet center in Philidelphia, Pa!)
Departing MSC at 8a.m. on Saturday, November 21 and leaving Pa. at 6p.m.
FREE Coupons, FREE Shopping Bag!
$5-Students / $10-Non Students

For more info call ext.5232, CLUB office in the Student Center annex Rm. 112D.

Exams Getting You Down?
Don't Push the Panic Button!

PUSH

Get Help at the College Tutorial Center

The Tutorial Center offers a variety of services to Montclair students. Tutoring is available in most academic areas. There is no charge for the service. Master Tutors and Peer Tutors are available in most of the disciplines. Assistance can be on a weekly basis for individual tutoring and/or walk-in for questions and problems.

HOURS:
Monday 9:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 9:00 - 6:00 p.m.

LOCATION: Lower Level of Building E
Phone: 893-4364

"AIDS AWARENESS"

Teen to Teen Theatre Company
&
Nancy Garcia from F.A.I.T.H. Services

November 17, 1992
12:00 - 4:00 pm
Student Center Room 419
It's Free!

LASO is a class one organization of the SGA
If you're trying to get an apartment, but the landlord needs references, Chase will be happy to write a credit reference letter on your behalf. And that's just one of the unique ways we can make your life a little easier at school.

That's because as a Chase cardmember you'll receive Chase Student Services™ — an entire group of special benefits created just for students.

For example, when you take off during Winter and Spring Break, Chase Student Travel will take off with you. In fact, you'll get 5% off the lowest prices you find on airfares, train tickets, car rentals and even hotels.

And when you're back at school spending time on the phone, you don't have to spend a lot of money. Just sign up for ChasePhone™ at no extra charge, and you can use your Chase card to make long distance calls at MCI®'s low rates.

Best of all, these and many other benefits come to you with no annual fee for the first year.

So pick up an application on campus and apply for your Chase card today. No other card says so much.
EDITORIAL

Weed this...

NORML, the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, has formed a campus chapter under the direction of sophomore Daniel Lipper. NORML supports the decriminalization of marijuana; whereby, criminal and civil penalties regarding private possession by adults would be eliminated and laws would be structured, similar to those regarding the sale of alcohol, that would prohibit minors from obtaining marijuana.

In addition, NORML advocates the use of the marijuana plant by-product, hemp, for environmental, medicinal, and industrial purposes. According to NORML, over a 20 year period, one acre of hemp can produce as much paper as 4.1 acres of forest and hemp provides an excellent source of the alternative fuel, methanol. Medically, they claim that marijuana is quite successful in treating glaucoma and migraine headaches and has been very successful in stimulating the appetites of AIDS and cancer patients. Industrially, cannabis hemp can be used to produce food and fiber textiles.

We, at The Montclarion, wholeheartedly support the legalization of marijuana based on environmental and medicinal purposes. We feel the advantages of a slower deforestation rate and less air pollution that would result if hemp was used in more paper products and as an alternative fuel source, outweigh the danger of making this presently illegal drug legal for these circumstances.

We also agree with NORML that the archaic laws that presently dictate the punishment of those people who are found in possession of marijuana must be changed. We do not condone any laws that are in violation of our rights as American citizens to remain innocent until proven guilty. According to Lipper, one current marijuana law allows local police and state government to seize a person’s home and private property prior to conviction on a marijuana possession. Whatever happened to “innocent until proven guilty in this country?”

However, The Montclarion, does not support the legalization of marijuana for recreational use. We feel that by legalizing hemp the door is open to granting other drugs, such as cocaine and crack, similar legal status.

On the contrary, we feel that stricter enforcement of interdiction policies and continued stiff penalties for drug lords form a viable response towards curbing the oftentimes blatant disregard of existing policy. We further challenge our government to mount an earnest counter-offensive against these aforementioned drug lords. Rather than continue their high-profile, yet, unfulfilling campaigns which besides making a good public relations story leave the problem unresolved, we appeal to our new administration in Washington to put a real plan into action.

The problems our nation faces are directly related to this issue. Conditions in our inner cities will never be ameliorated unless drugs are eradicated. The government’s inability to do so has fueled a sense that drugs should in fact be legalized so as to relieve the inner cities of crime often associated with the drug trade. It is here we must take great caution. On this basis, a group such as NORML can, for all the wrong reasons, be prematurely used to represent a solution that we feel will only cause new problems.

Once again, we believe using marijuana for environmental purposes offers many viable, though non-traditional, sources for eliminating many problems that currently threaten the well-being of our entire environmental system. We are also compelled to support the use of marijuana for medical purposes with a doctors supervision. It would be inhuman to deny assistance to those who can benefit from it’s pain-killing and appetite-stimulating benefits when it is so abundantly available in our communities for recreational purposes.

It now becomes the responsibility of the newly-elected Clinton Administration to find solutions that will put an end to the illegal drug trade and the violent crimes that are inherently related to this trade. The Reagan/Bush “War on Drugs” has proved fruitless in this task and we now expect to see the “Clinton Changes” we have been promised during the recent presidential campaign.

“...In the celebration of 500 years, we are celebrating mass dislocation, racism, homelessness, and a lie...Dr. John Henrik Clarke, p. 7."

Quote of the Week
Security leads to blindness

Oh God, here we go again. A whole weekend has gone by and I haven’t managed to become interested in anything. I must be turning into my mother.

Actually, there was one little thing that bothered me this weekend. A woman wrote a letter to the Morristown Daily Record about the evils of Halloween. To sum up her position, she said that Halloween shouldn’t be celebrated by good Christians because it was an ancient Druid festival of sacrifice. According to her, Druid priests went from door to door on what she calls “Samheim,” looking for young virgins to sacrifice to Satan. If someone wouldn’t give up their daughter as a sacrifice, then their house was marked with a Star of David for the Angel of Death.

After reading this, I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. Wait! Really check how many people reading this think she’s right? If you did, I feel sorry for you. I can only imagine that her source for this kind of nonsense would have to be something like “Oral Roberts’ Guide to World Religions Past and Present.”

Dr. McCollum for my Women’s Health class said that the real world doesn’t exist. Why? Because deep down inside these people don’t know why they believe this stuff. Faith like this is not built on a solid foundation, but rather on hearsay. Anyone who might knock over this house of cards will be viciously attacked by the person who built it. People want to believe that there are simple answers and set guidelines in a world that is highly complex, always changing, and with no absolutes. They are mislead, and they know they are mislead, but they refuse to believe it. Wake up and smell the coffee, folks.

There are no set rules about how to live your life. Stop walking around in a haze and think! Scratch that brain of yours! I’ll bet it hasn’t had any exercise in a long time.

Speak loudly so Clinton can hear you

Now that the Lord has blessed us with a new President, it is up to us to take advantage of this opportunity. We must pressure President-elect Clinton to resolve the pressing issues that face our nation and the world. We must organize, demonstrate and demand he take action. Remember, he promised us bus trips and town halls to continue if he was elected. With our resolve we must force him to not side-step his promises and carry on business as usual. If you believe he will do this on his own, you are sadly mistaken.

National health care must be provided for all! George Bush must be put on trial for his role in the Iran-Contra affair, if only to prove that the rich and powerful can be held accountable.

The savings and loan bail out should be followed by an investigation, retrieval of all money involved and criminal prosecution with real penalties for those found guilty. It’s time they went to jail and get shafted like the American public did. We should not be charged $500 billion for the calculated indiscretions of a bunch of uppity yuppies. They stole the money and still have their yachts and mansions to show for it. I hope they choke on their caviar.

Clear cutting should immediately be halted on all public and private land. It is a crime against all of us. It should be replaced by selective cutting. The export of raw timber should be stopped. All timber harvested in the U.S. should be processed here. The export of raw timber to Japan has cost at least $500 billion to the U.S. economy and economic chaos will result in a plethora of devastating major and minor conflicts.

We must change from oil-based plastics and rubbers must be lifted. Reuse only imagine that her source for this article informing you about the real world doesn’t exist? Why doesn’t anybody question anything? Yes, I realize that there are some things we prefer not to question. Maybe there are some things that just aren’t important enough to warrant our attention. In fact, it is always better not to question things that aren’t any of our business. But some people never question anything! I could tell them that the Declaration of Independence is a type of fish, and they’d say, “Wow, I never knew that.”

Maybe the answer is security. It’s a lot easier for people to have guidelines for themselves and then never deviate from those guidelines. Wouldn’t that make life simple? And isn’t that the purpose of organized religion, after all? It’s supposed to have all the answers, to create a straight and clear path through life for its followers and guarantee a comfortable existence after death. In return, its followers don’t critically question what it does. So, if you have security, why bother to question?

The problem is that this type of security is illusory. Anyone who has questioned a priest or minister about Christian doctrine will undoubtedly notice their discomfort and irritation with your questions. You may note this phenomenon in some devout followers, as well. The religious right will tell you that anyone who questions their teachings is not sincere in their Satan. Why? Because deep down inside these people don’t know why they believe this stuff. Faith like this is not built on a solid foundation, but rather on hearsay. Anyone who might knock over this house of cards will be viciously attacked by the person who built it. People want to believe that there are simple answers and set guidelines in a world that is highly complex, always changing, and with no absolutes. They are mislead, and they know they are mislead, but they refuse to believe it. Wake up and smell the coffee, folks.

There are no set rules about how to live your life. Stop walking around in a haze and think! Scratch that brain of yours! I’ll bet it hasn’t had any exercise in a long time.

Tim’s

Thoughts

by George Barton

Speak loudly so Clinton can hear you

Now that the Lord has blessed us with a new President, it is up to us to take advantage of this opportunity. We must pressure President-elect Clinton to resolve the pressing issues that face our nation and the world. We must organize, demonstrate and demand he take action. Remember, he promised us bus trips and town halls to continue if he was elected.

With our resolve we must force him to not side-step his promises and carry on business as usual. If you believe he will do this on his own, you are sadly mistaken.

National health care must be provided for all! George Bush must be put on trial for his role in the Iran-Contra affair, if only to prove that the rich and powerful can be held accountable.

The savings and loan bail out should be followed by an investigation, retrieval of all money involved and criminal prosecution with real penalties for those found guilty. It’s time they went to jail and get shafted like the American public did. We should not be charged $500 billion for the calculated indiscretions of a bunch of uppity yuppies. They stole the money and still have their yachts and mansions to show for it. I hope they choke on their caviar.

Clear cutting should immediately be halted on all public and private land. It is a crime against all of us. It should be replaced by selective cutting. The export of raw timber should be stopped. All timber harvested in the U.S. should be processed here. The export of raw timber to Japan has cost at least $500 billion to the U.S. economy and economic chaos will result in a plethora of devastating major and minor conflicts.

We must change from oil-based plastics and rubbers must be lifted. Reuse...
Tea, armbands and the First Amendment

Hey, Norm, look for me in the Arts and Entertainment Section also!

The above sentence was an aside. An aside is a pseudo evidence. One of the fundamental freedoms that the patriots founded on basic freedoms. Lape and fraternity rings, for instance, symbolically speak of a person's affiliations, but were not subsequently banned. Tinker v. Des Moines School District, 393 U.S. (1969).

Clearly symbolic speech is protected in America. Sinead O'Conner was in America when she symbolically tore a photograph (for further edification see the graven image section of the Old Testament) of the Pope to shreds. Therefore her symbolic act was protected by the United States Constitution.

So what's the hub-bub? Bubble of hemp can produce as much paper as 4.1 acres of forest. The bio-mass fuel (methanol) output per acre of the hemp plant is many times that of comm... current major source of methanol. The hemp plant has many other uses such as food, fiber textiles, medicine, etc.

So the point, in the legalization of hemp is an important environmental issue and I'm starting a club on campus that will further support the effort to save our environment. I'm not starting this organization for the purpose of having bong hit competitions during meetings. I take this issue seriously. I hope that there is a plethora of students that will support me. It would be greatly appreciated by me and by the earth.

Daniel Lipper
Sophomore, Chemistry

LETTER...

Environmental cause is NORM!

Please allow me to inform you of a new organization that I am beginning on campus. The name of this organization is National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, otherwise known as NORM! Now, before you laugh, please let me explain my intent for starting such a controversial organization. I am doing this as my own personal effort to help the environment and I hope that everyone else who has any environmental awareness will support me in my efforts to save the earth.

Hemp has an incredible amount of uses. It can be used to make paper instead of wood pulp and requires far less chemicals. Hemp paper lasts much longer than wood paper and hemp grows much more easily and quickly than trees do. Over a 20 year period, one acre

of hemp can produce as much pa-

per as 4.1 acres of forest. The bio-

mass fuel (methanol) output per

acre of the hemp plant is many
times that of comm... current major source of methanol. The hemp plant has many other uses such as food, fiber textiles, medi-
cine, etc.
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ously. I hope that there is a plethora of students that will support me. It would be greatly appreciated by me and by the earth.

Daniel Lipper
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LETTER...

Glen Ridge rape trial needs student attention

You may not know me, but

that is a small issue, I'd like to introduce you to issues of larger

importance. If you're otherwise

unaware of the proceedings of the Glen Ridge rape trial, I would like
to inform you on the basis of our mutual concern and to stir up an

effort against injustice to action.

Close to three and a half years ago, a terrible incident occurred in the

neighboring
town of Glen Ridge. A young woman was led to a friend's base-

ment and acts were allegedly

committed which changed an

otherwise normal encounter. Allegedly, with the group's urging, this young woman was coerced to perform various sex acts...

"Allegedly, with the group's urging, this young woman was co-

erced to perform various sex acts..."
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ously. I hope that there is a plethora of students that will support me. It would be greatly appreciated by me and by the earth.

Daniel Lipper
Sophomore, Chemistry

LETTER...

Glen Ridge rape trial needs student attention

You may not know me, but

that is a small issue, I'd like to introduce you to issues of larger

importance. If you're otherwise

unaware of the proceedings of the Glen Ridge rape trial, I would like
to inform you on the basis of our mutual concern and to stir up an

effort against injustice to action.

Close to three and a half years ago, a terrible incident occurred in the

neighboring
town of Glen Ridge. A young woman was led to a friend's base-

ment and acts were allegedly

committed which changed an

otherwise normal encounter. Allegedly, with the group's urging, this young woman was coerced to perform various sex acts...
Arts & Entertainment

A closer look at James and the Soup Dragons

by Chris Miguel

They rose from the ashes of a band called Venerable and the Diseases. They were almost sued out of existence by a rock 'n' roll. Now, with their hearing for years: hard-hitting, quite some time, unbeknownst to James. The next Simple Minds. And now... interview, but he consented nonetheless.

As a writer and journalist, I had an opportunity to interview Paul, the band's guitarist. I asked him how they got started and he told me that he was part of the original James. We talked about their music and influences, and how they had been touring for years, playing sold-out shows all over the world.

I also had the chance to speak with Andy, the band's drummer. He shared some stories about the band's early days and how they survived the ups and downs of the music industry. He mentioned how they had to share the stage with other bands, but they always had a great time. He also talked about their recent tour and how they had found new fans in the United States.

Overall, the interview was very interesting and it was great to learn more about the band and their music. I highly recommend checking out their music if you haven't already done so.
Holiday season brings a mixed crop

by Mark Loughlin

With the release of Bram Stoker's Dracula, Hollywood has officially announced the beginning of its holiday season. They've called the Christmas movies, even though it is not yet Thanksgiving and they will continue well after New Years. It is the time when the studios say, "Hey look at us, we don't just make superficial crap, we can make good movies too!" While the end of the year was once the sole domain of the Oscar contenders, it is now also a time when much more is at stake. Films can be labeled as substantial by all, from a few instances, a studio will get both, a lucrative, critically acclaimed film, like Dances With Wolves. This year's crop gives us quite a mixed bag with enough diversity for everyone, assuming of course that they are all good movies. The following films all have good advanced notices, compliments of the studios that are releasing them.

ALADIN (Nov. 11): Here is the Disney studio again proving they are the kings of animation. Robin Williams gives the voice to the genie, and he's supposed to be great. But what's the moral? "Be on the lookout for magic lamps?" Then again, that's picking. Music is once again by Alan Menken with some lyrics by the late Howard Ashman. Tim Rice (Phantom of the Opera) supplies the rest.

THE BODYGUARD (Nov. 25): Kevin Costner guards the body of pop star Whitney Houston. Lawrence Kasdan originally wrote this script in the seventies for Steve McQueen. But what's up for Whitney's part, Doneta Summer? Don't forget a negligent accident on this film earlier in the year resulted in the death of a crew member. I hope it is good.

CHAPLIN (Dec. 25): Rob Downey Jr. stars as the silent comedian with Richard Attenborough (Gandhi) directing. Diane Lane plays Paulette Goddard and Geraldine Chaplin plays her own grandmother. Other stars include Dan Akroyd, Kevin Kline and Anthony Hopkins. Don't expect this one to go through the roof, but it should be interesting.

THE DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMAN (Dec. 4): Eddie Murphy is running... for Congress! "Nuff said. Actually, he's a con man who runs for Congress for the big money they make in payoffs, but guess what happens? He gets a conscience. The preview trailers on this were very funny, but it was a rushed production, finishing principal photography at the end of the summer. It's directed by Johnathan Lynn, who scored earlier this year with My Cousin Vinny, A FEW GOOD MEN (Dec. 11): This is the adult film to beat this Christmas. Tom Cruise, Jack Nicholson, Demi Moore, Kifer Sutherland and Kevin Bacon star with Rob Reiner directing. Tom plays a Harvard Law graduate who defends two marines charged with murder. Jack finally gets to play a drill sergeant. Look for Cruise to play another lawyer in Jack Grisham's The Firm next summer.

FOREVER YOUNG (Dec. 18): It's Mel Gibson in a full blown romantic comedy. Who is cryogenically frozen and he finds out his beloved dies. He's thawed out in 1992. Jamie Lee Curtis co stars, with Steve Miner, the man who thrilled us with Friday the 13th parts 2 and 3, directing.

HOF!A (Dec. 25): It's Jack again, this time playing the ex-teacher boss. Danny DeVito co stars and directs with a script by David Mamet. Even if the movie's bad, it's a sure thing that Nicholson will attract attention. Won't be a favorite of Spike Lee, who has publicly proclaimed his displeasure with the teamsters.

HOME ALONE 2: LOST IN NEW YORK (Nov. 20): Ooh, what's this one about? Mac got around $4 million to do this movie, twice as much as Demi Moore for A Few Good Men.

LORENZO'S OIL (Dec. 30): Nick Nolte and Susan Sarandon play parents of a boy with a supposedly incurable disease. So what do they do? Find the cure themselves. Amazingly, it's based on a true story in Maryland. George Miller, the talented Australian director of the Mad Max films and a former doctor himself, takes the reigns.

MALCOLM X (Nov. 18): Get ready America, it's 3/12 hours! Spike predicted that this film would gross $1 million domestically. It better, he has to pay back Oprah Winfrey and Bill Cosby. It will probably be the equivalent of last year's JFK. Does Spike portray the man properly? We'll find out.

THE MUPPET CHRISTMAS CAROL (Dec. 11): If it's as funny and entertaining as the last three Muppet films, then it should be great. Don't forget the MVP, the late Jim Henson, was not involved. Can the new Kermit take his place? Michael Caine plays Scrooge.

TOYS (Dec. 18): Robin Williams plays a weird toymaker who must save his late father's toy factory from an evil uncle. Co starring Williams is LL Cool J. Barry Levinson (Rain Man) directs from a script he wrote 12 years ago with ex-wife Valerie Curtin.

Looking for skilled writers
to do club and band reviews.
893-5169

NUTS, from page 17

P: Oh yeah, without a shadow of a doubt, y'know.

After the laughter had subsided on this psychoanalytical discussion, we moved on to his reaction to the Sinead O'Connor controversy (Saturday Night Live, the Bob Dylan tribute).

P: Everybody makes mistakes. Sinead makes more than most, y'know. She's a very outspoken person. So, obviously, if she does those things, she's going to upset a majority of people, 'cuz, let's face it, the Catholic Church is probably one of the biggest organizations in the world. So, if she didn't think about what she was doing...

S: Would you use your status as a musician to express your views?

P: Not at all. (Neither) Political nor religious.

S: If you had this brilliant line of questioning, I was hoping Rose would follow up with something of substance. Instead she mentioned the Dragon's earlier music before he joined the band.

R: Do you prefer the sound before or now?

P: What am I supposed to say? Yeah, duh, I definitely loved it before I joined. What I do is to complete rubbish. Switching gears, and trying to save herself...

R: What do you like to do for fun?
Welcome, loyal readers, to another stunning installment of PROPHET BIGG. As always, I encourage you to drop me a line at The Montclarion office in the Student Center Annex on any topic in the entertainment industry or any previous Prophet Bigg installments. Listen, folks, I'm going to add a letter I received from a gentleman (I assume) by the name of Charles T. Burnham, who is an English Major. I would print the entire letter, IF I COULD READ IT! If you're gonna write me, at least make it SOMETHING legible. As to what I could make out, yes I reported that the novel was a bestseller. It was the only fifth performance of the new musical, which is based on the music of the same name, but it is already showing signs of being big. The cast, which includes such talent as Tim Curry (The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Clue, Annie and soon to be in Home Alone 2), Ethan Phillips (Glory and the TV show Benson), comédienne Andrea Martin and Lennie Kazan (Harry and the Hendersons, Beaches) who represents her original film role. The show is still in previews, but feels very tight already. It opens officially in late November.

* Les Miserables* will have a cast change for the holiday season. The guy in the restaurant sat me down and said (using a Brando/thinking thing you'd do or say)?

C: Are you going to be around for a while, especially in America. I think it's very much like it was in England for us, an accumulative process over a number of years. I think it will happen to us here. Five years from now, we could be dead and buried, or we could be huge.

C: Are you going to be in the studio soon?

S: No. We will be in January. We're gonna go and start our new record, so some demos in a studio in Wales. We've got a few more songs to write, but we're getting there. We've gonna work with Brian Eno (who helped produce many U2 albums) and see what happens.

C: How do you see the band in maybe five years?

S: I don't know. I mean, we don't know what's going to happen by the end of this tour. We're going to have to wait a while for set to settle and to see what the effect of this tour has been. We can come back immediately to America. I think it's very much like it was in England for us, an accumulative process over a number of years. I think it will happen to us here. Five years from now, we could be dead and buried, or we could be huge.

C: The kids are the ones that are really catching on to James. So, you guys are definitely going to be around for a while, especially in America.

S: Yeah, but it's very difficult to judge, because America's so vast. I know we have followings in New York, San Francisco, L.A. and Chicago. Big cities. But we also have to break through into smaller places... middle America, and that's difficult. We've done a lot of gigs in Ohio and Connecticut and places like this on tour, because people don't have that much money. There's a recession going on and not as many people are coming to the gigs as would have perhaps a year ago. So it's hard to judge, but the audience reaction... has been really good, so that makes us real hopeful. Also, I think ticket prices for this tour are a little bit too expensive. When people don't have money, that means you just don't go, although, this is the third largest selling tour at the moment in the States, at the level that we're at. So that's also helpful, obviously. A lot of these people go to see the Soup Dragons, but they're seeing us and they're going away... impressed, I think.

C: One last question: If you met Madonna... what's the first thing you'd do or say?

S: Actually... I suppose in spirit I met her 'cue I ate in a restaurant in New York last night... The guy in the restaurant me down and said (using a Brand/ Godfather-ish Italian accent and the appropriate hand gestures), "Eh, you go, I'm a waiter, eh? I'm the same seat for Madonna when she comes to the restaurant. So I putta you here because you are a band." So I sat there... and I looked out across the restaurant and I thought, I think, the idea is that, where are we now? What happened? and Berlin thinks it could have been a link to a seven woman murder pattern. Berlin is a grizzled, troubled man with a pain filled past that haunts him. Not very original, but we don't care at first because we are too wrapped up in the story. A hand is found in a local junkyard and Berlin thinks it could be a link to a seven woman murder spree.

As the story progresses, we find out that it was blind women who were being killed, having their heads and hands cut off and frozen to delay an identification of the body. The frozen limbs could then be disposed of in a later, safe date. Pretty morbid subject matter for today's sensitive audience, but there is a bright spot in all this. Uma Thurman plays Helene, a beautiful blond cellist who Berlin thinks may be the next victim. Surprise! He falls in love with her, but we're not surprised, because she is Uma Thurman after all, an actress that is so photogenic that the filmmakers couldn't make her look bad if they tried. Unfortunately, after Ms. Thurman's character is introduced, the story drags, with double crosses, convenient culprits and the token loyal partner who is just asking to be sacrificed. There is also a pretty boring sequence involving an FBI investigator played by John Malkovich. There is some considerable suspense toward the end, but it is too little, too late. Director/writer Bruce Robinson can write some good dialogue and his images are clear enough. His biggest asset is cinematographer Conrad Hall, who gives Jennifer 8 a dark, dreamy look that is spooky enough by itself. Christopher Young also gives Mr. Robinson an eerie musical score that works hard, but can't save the weak plot and pacing.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Rule the reputation of
10 Juicy fruit
15 At stake (3 wds.)
16 Do construction work
17 '08's play (3 wds.)
19 Male sheep (Br.)
20 Acute
21 "----- Fideles"
22 Give off
24 Tornado
25 Rambled (2 wds.)
27 In the middle, for short
29 Madison Avenue output
30 Journal item
31 Like some college courses
32 Sierra
33 Cager's target
34 Park in Quebec
39 Nine, in Venice
40 Galahad's garb
41 Cul-de----
44 Entertained, in part
45 Climbing plant
46 ---- post
48 Certain sandwiches
49 Wandering
50 West German state
54 Mr. Grant
55 Winter weather
56 Index (2 wds.)
58 Dodge
59 Certain odds (3 wds.)
60 Fleur----
61 The quality of being lean or thin

DOWN
1 Old World bird
2 Cruel
3 Enter (2 wds.)
4 ---- square
5 Have care or concern
6 Robert----
7 ---- novel
8 ---- instant (at once)
9 Bo Derek film
10 Costar of "Midnight Run"
11 Frosts
12 Zoroastrian writings
13 Stroked, as an animal
14 Anesthetics
15 Initiated a crowd
16 Hitchcock's "---- Curtains"
24 Named
26 Comedian Lunts
27 Big crowd
28 Fargo
34 Liquid measure (abbr.)
35 "A wrong'd thought will break ---- of steel"—Chapman
36 Part of the foot
37 Floating structures
38 Equipments
39 Keyboard interval
41 Was in a dither
42 Reach a destination
43 "---- knowledge"
44 Shows pain
47 ---- Warbucks
50 Duck space
51 Famous middle name
52 Southwest wind
53 Appraisal
54 No ----- ands, or buts
57 Swindle

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK'S PUZZLE

Edward Julius Collegiate CW8808
WHAT I'M HOLDIN' HERE IS THE NEW DAISY WHEEL PUMP ACTION TWELVE GAUGE SHOTGUN...

THE DAISY WHEEL TWELVE GAUGE USES .38.2 NATO HEAT SHELLS WITH THE CAPABILITY TO...

WHUMP WHUMP

IN FACT... LET ME DEMONSTRATE.

OUTLAND

FINALLY, LEAVE ME... JUST SAW A BIG WO.sendMessage(a) YOU FOR ELECTING ME AT THE ODD LEAD TO A 123RD TERM AS YOUR CONGRESSMAN....

BOY IT WAS KINDA... NIP 'N' TUCK THERE FOR A WHILE, HENRY... BUT THAT'S GOOD OLD DEMOCRACY...

I LUV YA. I JUST LUV YOU ALL. I COULD KISS EACH AND EVERY ONE O' YA!

I COULD EVARILY KISS THE MEDIA'S UNIONS... THE FEDERAL JUDGES... THE OIL COMPANIES... LARRY, HARRY... GAH... ROY... AND RON...

YEAH...

YOU CAN UNHAPPY...

RHYTHMIC ORCHID "AIRBAGS!!"
### Classifieds & Personals

#### Classified Advertising

**TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25-30 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLAIRIAN TO: THE MONTCLAIRIAN 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN: CLASSIFIEDS.**

### Help Wanted

**SPRING BREAKERS**
Promote our Florida Spring Break packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Organize SMALL or LARGE groups. Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264.

**HELP WANTED: BRIGHT, ENERGETIC, RESPONSIBLE PERSON, M OR F, NEEDED TO SUPERVISE BRIGHT, ENERGETIC STUDENTS. SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN AFTER SCHOOL IN MY MONTCLAIR HOME. MUST BE AVAILABLE MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 3:30 PM TO 6:00 PM AND FRIDAYS 8 AM TO 6:30 PM MUST BE WILLING AND ABLE TO COOK SIMPLE DINNERS, HELP WITH HOMEWORK, PLAY GAMES, DO LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING, EXTRA HOURS CAN BE ARRANGED. CALL 800-758-9918 EST.

### Child Care

**LIFEGUARDS - Part Time Positions for WSI’s and Lifeguards.**
Call Robert at 779-3055.

**SPRING BREAK ’93 - SELF TRIPS, EARN CASH AND GO FREE!!**
Student Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives. Ski packages also available. CALL 1-800-646-4849.

**EARN EASY MONEY!!**
Post our brochures around campus and receive commission for each completed application. Work few hours, on your own time. Call 800-758-5918 EST.

**FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION.**
Organize a group, earn Commissions and Free Trips! Call 800-826-9100.

**CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING!**

**BABYSITTER NEEDED for two frisky but well-behaved school girls. Hours are approximately 3:30 to 5:30 daily. Must have car. Call Joyce 783-4334.

**MOTHER’S HELPERS needed for Bloomingfield family seeks to help with our baby a few evenings each week. Experience and references required. Salary negotiable. Need to provide your own transportation. 543-8018.

**CHILD CARE: PT/FT Olten Rock. After school care for two kids, 9 and 5. Responsible, non-smoker. High pay for right person. Refs. 444-0488 L.V. msg.

**SPRING BREAK IN JAMAICA: The best properties at the best prices—Negril/Montego Bay from $469. Call 1-800-BEACH-15.

**DAVID SIRKIN, Ph. D. TOY TESTING AND TEST PREPARATION. Math, physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, computer programming. Private instruction or small groups. 212 Church Street, Montclair. Call 746-9324.

**Prepare to be "The Real World" with a professionally written resume and cover letter. Prices start at $40. WRITE ON TARGET-235-9591. Call anytime.

**WORD PROCESSING/RE-SUMI SERVICE**
Resume, term papers, dissertations. Pick-up and delivery available.
V. SHORTER BUSINESS SERVICE (201) 674-8840 7 days.

**WE MAKE YOU LOOK GOOD ON PAPER!!!”**
a Thank you for the best & worst 11 RUDE! not, I still love you.

phone! Just not at this hour!

my hands! Although the car rides sexy, you melt in my mouth not in are long and bumpy, you always seem to smile!

love always, Thumper

Thumper - You give a new meaning to PERSONAL!

It's no FN without "U" - Manny

Ponch Goes In the Lake!!!

Tom S-P-Chi - Had a great time Friday. (Even better than mountain climbing!) Thanx for everything -Kim (SFT)

Johnny O.- Sorry I spelled your name wrong. Don't be mad.

Love, Heathen

Allison(D-Phi-E) - Hi #6! We have to hang out soon!

Love, Tina #5

Cathy & Dave - Good luck this week. You are almost there, make me proud!

Love, Heathen

Michelle (AKPhi) - Only one night left to enjoy your hopper and look what happened. We've got to go to Hoboken soon.

Love, Heathen

Geno(AXP)-I hope your birthday day was great! Sing any Italian songs lately?

love you, Allison(SDT)

STD - You're ruined life forever!!

Heth - Good luck with your speeches and Presidential bullshit. Have a blast in Boston!

Love, Moo

Squirrel woman - Your time is up with (blank) Dee and I am taking over.

Love always, MO MO

Janet(SIGMA) - So, when's that family tree dinner again?

Call me, Lil Abner

Crash - Happy Anniversary! Thank you for the best & worst 11 months of my life. I wouldn't have paid Mae for the cover chargesSat. night than beer. It was a blast. The Claimont men carry guns! Beware, Love Elyna

Dianna (Sigma) - I couldn't have asked for a better little. I'm so proud of you.

Love your Big.

What the hell is a Chumpie , anyway?

Kim and Bar - We're going to miss you!! We all love you! Cheerleaders

Jo - Look out! Edy sh! That was a dead cat! Ruv Ru Ro-Anne! Ruv Rois.

Sidnac and Aerdna - I'm a wols. Help me please! But I'm only kidd-

ing.

Love Eblehim

Diana (Sigma ) You're the best little and I love you. Your big sister, Abbe

3 kgs, 2 cooling bags, a big lake, 15 naked brothers Eddy,A. Dead check wagon and a new focus. Sounds like a great treat to me!

Stacey (D- Phi- E) A night to remember! How did you lock the door? A rug! Ha, ha. Tina

The only thing I hate more than Dolphin and Giant fans are Cow­

boys fans on the bandwagon.

Brawny, Beefy leather daddy looking for starry eyed frathboy to spend quality time. Close to campus, free rent in exchange for ser-

vices.

Al (TPB) -I want to squeeze your T.B!

Tina S - Thanks for being my ears and eyes on Sat.

Love "Sister Jenn"

Lisa - the concert was a blast. Let's do it again soon!

Mef - You suck! Backstabber! I never did anything you never believed in this - GO TO HELL!!! LOVE ALWAYS(not), fro

Bem - you look beautiful! Your hair looks marvelous today. I love your outfit, you are stunning. -Moe

Marcia - the purple people eater of 105B - we must go out even if we have to kidnap you. You will come out with us!

Snappy - when I bestow beauty head scratches upon your muffled mop I get the warm fuzzies...catch that cafeteria creature. Love, Kat.

Daddy and Nanny - HalHi! Aren't you surprised? Luvs ya.

To Moms - How's things in the Por? Kath, are we still Pits-free? Love to ya both, Chrisy & Kev
"Los Pleaneros De La 21"
A NIGHT OF MUSIC AND DANCE
November 19, 1992
7:00 - 10:00 pm
Student Center Rat
Come out and celebrate Puerto Rican Heritage Day
LASO is a class one organization of the SGA

WE CORDIALLY REQUEST YOUR PRESENCE AT YOUR ANNUAL THANKSGIVING FOR YOUR HEALTH CELEBRATION WEDS. NOV. 18
ALL DAY-STUDENT CENTER DINNER HOURS AT BLANTON
*JUST $2.99*
FEATURING: CARVED TURKEYS, GRAVY, SALAD SWEET POTATO, CORN COBETTES, CRANBERRY SAUCE CIDER AND PUMPKIN PIE DECORATIONS, NUTRITIONIST ON DUTY TREAT YOUR BODY RIGHT!
PRESERVED BY AEDAN.. FUN AND FOOD ON CAMPUS Buffet with same menu in formal dining room - JUST $3.75

Ed Hatcher,
Vice President and Associate Creative Director McCann-Erickson
WILL DISCUSS

"Global Advertising"
**Tri-captain Barboto named men's soccer co-MVP**

by Craig Baroah

The statistics for this midfielder may not have been as impressive as in his 1992 season, but his contributions to the Red Hawks' 10-2-1 mark and their third place finish in the NJAC were certainly noticeable. For his efforts, he was named co-MVP with teammate Josh Hirsch at the end of the season.

"Fernando's leadership was invaluable," said head coach Rob Chesney. "He was a great leader on and off the field." Barboto was also named to the All-Conference Team and the All-Scholastic Team.

"Fernando's contributions were not just on the field," said team captain Mark Arnold. "He showed great leadership and dedication both on and off the field." Barboto's selection to the co-MVP was a testament to his hard work and dedication to the team.

**Men's and women's swimming start off 92-93 in different directions**

by Karen Plumstead

The men's and women's swimming teams kicked off their 1992-93 seasons with strong performances. The men's team finished in second place at the season opener, losing only to the University of New Hampshire. The women's team also had a successful start, finishing in third place.

"The men's team showed great potential," said head coach Brian Thomas. "They have a strong foundation to build on." The women's team also impressed, with several strong performances by individual swimmers.

"The women's team is off to a great start," said coach Thomas. "They are working hard and showing great promise." The teams are off to a promising start to their seasons and are looking forward to the challenges ahead.

**Humble Chesney tabbed men's soccer's NJAC Coach of the Year**

by Keith A. Idee

MSC's head soccer coach Rob Chesney was named the NJAC Coach of the Year for his work in leading the Red Hawks to a 10-2-1 season. "The team worked hard," said Chesney. "We had a great season and I'm happy with the result." Chesney is the second coach in MSC history to receive the award, the first being Dave Masur in 1988.

"Chesney guided MSC to its fourth straight NCAA bid," said Keith A. Idee. "He has done a great job in leading the Red Hawks to success." Chesney's selection as Coach of the Year was a testament to his hard work and dedication to the team.

"I received total cooperation and dedication from my players," Chesney said. "They really made this season enjoyable for me." Chesney's selection as Coach of the Year was a testament to his hard work and dedication to the team.

**N.F.L. Picks: Week 11**

by Don Bosco Tech in Paterson columnist

2. N.Y. Giants +3 1/2 over x-Denver. Giants cover the spread.
3. Philadelphia +8 over x-Green Bay. Eagles are on a roll.
4. Chicago +4 1/2 over x-Tampa Bay. Bucs are for real.
5. x-Miami +1 over Buffalo. Dolphins are on a roll.

"These picks are based on my analysis of the teams," said the columnist. "I think the Bengals will cover the spread this week."
Volleyball's Chouinard named to All-NJAC's second team

by Lisa McCormack

When someone at a campus bus stop congratulated MSC volleyball player Denise Chouinard for being named to the All-NJAC second team, she had no idea what that person was talking about.

She then checked into the matter, and found that she had indeed been recognized for her accomplishments on the volleyball court.

Chouinard, a senior from Camden, was the only member of MSC's volleyball team to be named all-conference in 1992.

"I've never received an award like this before, so I'm very excited about being noticed for my play this year," said Chouinard.

Due to the fact that the Red Hawks finished 3-23 this season, it was refreshing to see that the voters recognize talent even from a team that had a sub-par season.

In fact, Chouinard didn't expect anything like this. "It's great, but one thing is for sure, I couldn't have accomplished what I have without the hard work and dedication of my teammates and coaches. They helped me so much," she added.

Chouinard is known for her all-around skills and head coach Anita Kishkovich offered this assessment of her player's game, "She's a good overall player. Her serve is very effective and she is an excellent passer."

"The three-year starter helped her cause by being in the conference's top 10 in several categories."

The outside hitter was seventh in the NJAC in aces with a 0.68 per game average. She was also tenth in the conference in assists with a 1.29 per game average.

Chouinard is also in the MSC record books. She set the school mark when she had 14 kills in a game against Seton Hall University on Oct. 5, 1991.

Three MSC cross country runners cited by conference

by Mark Alan Belnay

This past week marked the final performance of the season for the MSC cross country team and found three of its members named to the All-Conference Cross Country team. Wayne Dennis, who has been superb all season was named on the men's side, with Sharon Lindo and Rhonda Westbrook taking the honors for the women's team. Lindo and Westbrook ran strong all season and were deserving of the recognition while Dennis was merely a formality that will serve as an exclamation point to a season of excellence.

The team traveled to the NJAC Championships this past weekend and put in a couple of solid performances with the men's combined team finishing third overall. The women's team made a strong showing, placing fourth.

Dennis led the men's team as has been the case all season with an overall finishing time of 26:28 to place him in eleventh despite nagging injuries.

Hector Rivera ran one of his strongest races of the season to take nineteenth in the overall competition while finishing second for the MSC team. Jenabu Williams added to the men's strong performance with a time of 30:11 to take twenty-second place in an overall meet that included nearly 50 runners from schools such as Stockton State, William Paterson, Trenton State, and Pace Runner College.

The women's team was once again led by Lindo with a time of 20:31 for a thirteenth place finish. Lisa Billinghurst ran an impressive race with a time of 21:57 to take twenty-first.

Rowan College took first in the conference in assists with a 0.68 per game average. She was also tenth in the conference in assists with a 1.29 per game average.

Chouinard is also in the MSC record books. She set the school mark when she had 14 kills in a game against Seton Hall University on Oct. 5, 1991.

Do you like sports?
Have you taken a picture within the last decade?
Wanna see all the MSC teams in action?
If so, we want to put you in our Sports Photography Department. See all the games for free!
Meet the players and coaches!
Bull up that spindly resume!
Impress your friends and confound your enemies with your press pass!
And see your photo slapped across the back page of The Montclarion!
Call 893-5169 and ask for Keith or Kevin.

MSC Sports Schedule

Friday, Nov. 13:
Women's swimming (home) vs. Georgian Court, 6 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 14:
Cross country, NCAA Regionals, TBA
Football (home) vs. Rowan, 1:30 p.m.
Men's basketball (home) vs. Drew, 10 a.m. (scrimmage)
Men's and women's swimming, Metro Relays, 10 a.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 18:
Women's basketball (home) vs. Staten Island, 6 p.m.
Wrestling (away) vs. Springfield @ Kran, 6 p.m.

Football Scouting Report:
Rowan College

by Michael Frasco

This week's much anticipated game against Rowan College will be a genuine test for MSC. Rowan (9-0 overall, 5-0 NJAC) and MSC have been on a collision course for the NJAC title ever since the Red Hawks defeated William Paterson 24-19 on October 17.

MSC has since won three more games to stay undefeated in the NJAC. In a 30-0 win over WPC last Saturday, Rowan moved to an impressive 5-0 in the NJAC. The loss dropped WPC out of NJAC contention with a 4-2 record in the conference. Got that?

MSC lost to Rowan, which was Glassboro State last season, 21-16 in the season's last game for MSC. Rowan went on to win the NJAC with a 5-1 mark. The team finished at 9-2 overall and went on to the Division III playoffs, and lost to the eventual Division III National Champion Ithaca, 31-10.

Rowan has been a dominant team this season as well. It led by quarterback Ed Hennon, who leads the NJAC in passing yards (2080) and touchdowns passes (19). Hennon will look to hook up with wide receiver Kirby Johnson, who is second in the NJAC with nine touchdowns. He has also caught 16 passes for 592 yards.

Running back Calvin Easley could also provide problems for the Red Hawks. He has rushed for 531 yards and scored seven touchdowns.

According to MSC head coach Rick Giancola, Rowan is a repeat all-region team. It boasts big offensive line and veteran group on defense.
Education equals ignorance as Magic and millions of others battle HIV and AIDS

In the minds of many, the day of Nov. 7, 1991, is one that heavily affected their lives.

On that Thursday, Earvin "Magic" Johnson announced to the world that he was HIV positive and was retiring from basketball.

We would never see that million-dollar smile and overwhelming charm on the basketball court again. More importantly, the announcement let the world know that this really can happen to any body.

It was one of those moments when you remember where you were when the story broke.

After learning the news, I attended a New Jersey Nets-Miami Heat game at the Meadowlands. There was a buzz at the arena that fun of Magic because he was HIV positive, it's just that he's 6'9". That's The Heat game at the Meadowlands.

Monday night, Magic had been fighting an uphill battle to prove to everyone that he could still play basketball.

Critics knew that he still had the talent to play. However, they questioned whether or not he'd be healthy enough to take the physical and mental pounding that an 82-game NBA regular season dishes out.

Johnson took his medicine, worked out, and kept his basketball skills sharp while he stayed away from the game. He returned to the court with a household name and an idol to many.

After winning a Gold Medal as a member of USA Basketball's Dream Team this summer, Magic decided that he was ready to come back to the NBA. In late November, he ended the speculation regarding his return and officially announced his intentions to come back. A great day, right? So it seemed.

Magic went to training camp ready to kick off his twelfth NBA season. He made it clear that he would play 50-60 games to alleviate some of the physical strain on his body. The Lakers were thrilled to have him back. Johnson would make them contestants again. Everything was going well, until the night of Oct. 31.

In an exhibition game in Chapel Hill, N.C., Johnson was scratched on his right forearm. As the blood came out of his arm, fear entered the minds of fans and players alike.

What if Johnson's contaminated blood somehow entered another player's bloodstream? It's virtually impossible, but the thought still entered many minds.

Medical experts have made it well-known that Johnson wouldn't spread the disease on the court despite the game's physical nature.

Yet, several players expressed their concern over playing with Magic immediately following this incident.

Utah Jazz superstar Karl "The Mailman" Malone was the most well-known player to speak out. He felt that the players' lives were in danger and that Magic should not have come back. Former Knick Gerald Wilkins also expressed these concerns publicly.

The pressure that these and several other players put on Johnson is one that he has forced him back into retirement.

Their concerns are understandable, but they were wrong about it in the wrong way. Now, any professional athlete that is infected will probably not come forward after seeing what was done to Magic.

For the most part, Magic was embraced by the public. He led a dangerous lifestyle and he's paying for it. However, he realized that instead of feeling sorry for himself, he could help educate people.

Ordinary people with the disease feel that Johnson helped to develop a new understanding of infected people. For that, going public was the best thing he could have done for them.

He's dedicated to letting people know that life can go on if you have this disease. He's doing just that. However, it seems that problems will always arise. Magic knows he has to deal with it and he accepts that.

He's dealt with it well thus far. He and his family have managed to get through all of the rumors that have gone with this whole ordeal.

Magic must now deal with his toughest challenge to date. Get through this without basketball to take his mind off of everything.

His retirement is a setback because it indicates that people are still distancing themselves from infected people, even Magic Johnson.

The world can be a cruel place.

It seems safe to say that we'll never see Magic Johnson in a Lakers uniform again. That's sad, but it's also an insight that the citizens of this country really don't know how to deal with this insidious disease when it hits close to home.

What's even more sad to me is that due to natural fear, I don't know how I would deal with it either.
MSC wins sixth straight as defense stifles Jersey City State, 15-0

by Michael Frasco

Defense was the name of the game Saturday when MSC won its sixth consecutive game, 15-0, over Jersey City State at Tidelands Complex in Jersey City, in an NJAC game.

The victory put MSC at 6-2 overall and 5-0 in the NJAC. The win sets up a showdown for the conference champ title this Saturday against Rowan College which is 9-0 overall and 5-0 in the NJAC.

Senior tailback John Walker scored his thirty-sixth touchdown of the year against Jersey City.

Bargiel had 12 tackles, two backer Duane Grade (elbow) did not play against Jersey City.

MSC's last score came when linebacker Dwayne Savage recovered a fumble by JCSC quarterback Mike Merritt at the Jersey City three. Walker took it in from that point and in the process scored his thirty-sixth career touchdown, surpassing Glenn Morchauer's old mark at 55 (1969-71).

MSC head coach Rick Giancola congratulated his team for its hard nosed play despite the injuries. He said, "The injuries toughened us. We could've quit but we continued to work hard." Giancola was also referring to MSC's injury-plagued season which began when three year starting quarterback Steve Bocci was lost for the year with a knee injury in the fourth game of the year. Since then, among others, tackle Jerry Mattress (knee) has been lost for the year and linebacker Duane Grade (elbow) did not play against Jersey City.

"MSC will need to be firing on all cylinders come Saturday, when it faces Rowan, which Giancola calls "the best all-around team we have faced this year." Even with a victory MSC is still not assured of an NCAA playoff berth, as it must finish at least fifth in the Eastern region to qualify.

HAWK NOTES...John Walker now has 3,546 yards in his career and 912 this season, leaving him just 88 yards shy of becoming the first player in MSC history to rush for over 1,000 yards in three consecutive seasons.....Bargiel was named NJAC Defensive Player of the Week for the second straight week.....Wimberly and Wolsko were named to the NJAC Honor Roll for their respective efforts against JCSC.....The victory was the team's first shutout of the season.....MSC is currently ranked 6th in the Division III Eastern Regional football poll.....MSC has outscored opponents 156-118 this year.....The Rowan game is MSC's last regular season contest of 92.....MSC will probably need help from other teams to receive an NCAA tournament bid.....MSC leads the overall series against Rowan, 9-2 (156-118).....MSC dropped last season's game against Rowan, 21-16 in Glassboro.....The last time Rowan defeated MSC at Sprague Field was in 1974.

Men's soccer ousted from NCAA's, drop-3 to decision to Kean

by Craig Baroah

"It was a successful year," said MSC men's soccer head coach Rob Chesney while standing in his cramped office filled with memorabilia of the past season.

In many ways he was correct. It was a successful year. The Red Hawks finished with a 14-5 record and received a NCAA playoff bid for the fourth consecutive season. However, it is the 3-2 playoff loss to Kean on Saturday that will linger in Chesney's mind.

For the second consecutive year MSC was ousted from the tournament in the first round by a rival NJAC opponent. Last year it was Trenton, in a 1-0 nailbiter. On Saturday, it was the Cougars of Kean College that ended the Red Hawk's season with a 3-2 victory at Rowan College in Glassboro.

Coming off the 3-0 Halloween loss to Kean, the third seeded Red Hawks played the second-seeded Cougars to a scoreless tie in the first half. The opportunistic Red Hawks failed to convert on several break away chances and it came back to haunt them.

Kean scored the game's first goal but Eric Neubauer quickly neut-ralized with his team's leading six-teenth goal of the year on pass from senior Guillermo Siles. The Cougars counted, not once, but twice within 28 seconds to break open a two goal lead. MSC was down, but not out. and continued to apply pressure on the Kean defense. Dominick Bocci converted a penalty kick with ten minutes left to play and it took a outstanding performance from Cougar goaltender Kevin East to secure the win. The Red Hawks outshot Kean 21-7 but could not find the back of the net. "I was not disappointed in the performance," said Chesney. "I was disappointed in the result." There was good news for the Red Hawks last week as six players were named to the All-NJAC team, three to the first team, and Chesney was named NJAC Coach of the Year. Chesney took a team, which included six new starters, and rounded a 7-2 conference mark and received an NCAA playoff bid.

First team All-NJAC honorees were awarded to junior sweeper Dominick Bocci who netted 12 goals and seven assists from his defensive position. "I can always count on him to come through at big moments," said Chesney. Four of Bocci's goals were game winner.

Senior playmaking midfielder Fernando Barbotto recorded 12 assists and one goal while organizing the Red Hawk's offensive attack. "Fernando was always there, very consistent. He controls the game in the midfield," said the head coach.

Sophomore forward Eric Nierhart was the third first team selection. He led the team in scoring with 16 goals and eight assists. "Very opportunistic. Worked his butt off the entire season," said Chesney.

Also, record setting goalkeeper Mark Williams, halfback Hannah Athlom and defender Hugo Munoz were chosen honorable mention.

Coach Chesney thanks his seniors Fernando Barbotto, Guillermo Siles and Ozzie Nurden who played their final game on Saturday. "I took forward to next season," said Chesney. With nine returning starters the Red Hawk future looks promising.